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Uta

Exciting, exciting, exciting!! Don’t you love this new format that Clever H. comes in from now
on? I am certainly liking it a lot. But wait, this is not the only thing that is new ‘news’ at Clever
H.
As you may have noticed Clever H. has become part of the HWC family. The fabulous team
at HWC is now embracing and supporting the journal hence forth. This team is magnificent
and I very much appreciate their help, dedication and expertise, in every way, as part of the
board of HWC and of course as part of that team giving their thoughts, ideas, wisdom and
expertise to Clever H. from now on.
As of this very issue, Clever H. will be a quarterly published flip-page journal. I strongly
advise you to take a look through the pages, when you have the chance, and to explore
some of the new features. We may not have exhausted them all in this particular issue, but
there are, and likely will be features like embedded video and audio, spaces for the
promotion of books, clinics, events, courses and webinars... and of course exciting and
brilliant articles and cases from authors.
My colleagues, in particular Micheline Fournier and Chanel Stynder, and I will be in charge
of selecting, editing and designing the upcoming issues and we will do our best to bring
you peer-reviewed, quality content and news on matters surrounding, health, wellness,
CAM and of course Homeopathy.
I am thrilled, and I invite you to be part of this exciting change that will see Clever H. reach
more readers, and much further into the homeopathically interested community and
beyond. If you would like to get published in one of the upcoming issues of Clever H. please
do reach out. We will be excited to consider your article for publication.
I hope you enjoy this issue, and I would appreciate it if you would reach out and let me
know what you think of this new format, what you would like to see/read more of, any ideas
or simply comments you might have.
Best wishes

Editor-in-Chief

Editor’s
Note

CLEVER H.-THE MAG!
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Copyright
Clever H.-the Mag! by Clever H.-the
Mag! is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0
International License.
Based on a work at
https://cleverhthemag.com.
Permissions beyond the scope of
this license may be available at
https://cleverhthemag.com.

Lac Macropi
(Kangaroo). The milk of
this unique animal
domiciled on the
Australian continent is
highlighted with a
homeopathic proving
in this issue of Clever
H..

On the Cover

Micheine Fournier is Co-researcher and Editorial
Assistant at HWC. She edits articles submitted to
Clever H. and is an integral part of the team
bringing you this and following issues of Clever H.
She is a registered and licensed practitioner in
Ontario, Canada.

Contact us
CleverH.-theMag!
cleverh.themag(at)gmail.com

HWC
admin@homeopathyworldcommunity.com

Spreading waves of
awareness
HWC is a portal for practicing homeopaths, patients, and
members of the public interested in the homeopathic treatment
approach. It is a space for connecting practitioners and
supporters alike. It aims to promote awareness of homeopathy
throughout the globe.

HWC strives to be the search engine
for homeopathy and the medical
systems for complementary and
alternative medicine and will be an
aggregate of homeopathic
resources, news, training, and a
directory, and network for the
homeopathic community.
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We have extensive marketing
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school, webinar, workshop,
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Health-Inn Show. The monthly
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topics of health and wellness with
our guests has an average of over
15 000 live views.

Clever H. new design
...same quality!
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Advertising
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What's new?
Clever H. is now part of the HWC family.
As of this issue, Clever H. will be a
quarterly published flip-page journal.
The team at HWC are embracing and
supporting the journal hence forth.
There are new features like embedded
video and audio, great spaces for the
promotion of books, clinics, events,
courses and webinars... and of course
exciting and brilliant articles and cases
by authors from all walks of life and
disciplines.

If you would like to
write for Clever H.

or would like to
advertise with us
then get in touch. 

 

What's new?
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SUPERVISION,  WHAT IS  IT  AND
DO WE NEED IT

 A U T U M N  2 0 2 2

A PERSONAL OPINION OF AN ASPECT IN
HOMEOPATHIC PRACTICE 

C.C.3-3 A willingness to take issues to supervision, or to work effectively on them in other

ways, when this becomes necessary for the benefit of themselves or their patients. (ISH,Core

Criteria 2006) 

C.C.4-5 Develop and nurture optimum effort in themselves, knowing how to conserve their

own energy (ISH, Core Criteria 2006)

When the word supervision is mentioned to you how do you react? What sort of picture does it conjure up for

you on a personal level ? 

We have all encountered some form of supervision in our practices. Everyone would have experienced

working with a supervisor during training, regardless of the homeopathic college attended. As with many

other disciplines, when learning we are shown a method, a style, how it should be done and then when

appropriately confident and skilled enough we get to practice under the constant care of someone who is more

experienced and we hope knows more than we do on the given subject. As time goes on we get there, after

years of learning and training, we get that certificate, and licence to practice from which ever authority is

required according to jurisdiction. But what happens next? Most homeopathic societies and organisations will

organise or help to do so a system of supervision, sometimes compulsory for new graduates, or provide a list of

suggested people available. Often the colleges have groups or the graduates themselves keep up their own peer

groups for a while. 

Sometimes these groups last for a long time and become very vibrant, but as time goes on most people drift

away and those who once were very enthusiastic find time overtakes them and as their practice evolves…Time

for the meet up diminishes as does the inclination to want or need to attend a supervisor. No matter how long a

homeopath may be qualified or how much experience he/ she might have there at be that one time when you

need someone to share a situation, help you to see things in a different way or help you adjust to an unforeseen

circumstance. This is where professional peer supervision comes to the fore.

by Gillian Wray 
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"LET'S BE HONEST"

In peer groups you get the chance to discuss methods

cases and ways of working according to the styles

you are developing and coursed attended. Sometimes

if the space you share is good you may even talk

about issues that come up for you as practitioner.

Here comes the what if… You have not been able to

resolve the issue within your peer group, maybe its

something you do not wish to share within a

particular setting, this is where you might need to

seek the help of a trained supervisor for professional

supervision and or mentoring. 

Supervision and mentoring is not just for beginners.

All of us, at some time will need someone to share

our concerns with, it could be a business issue that

has come up within our practice, or in a lot of cases

it’s something that resonates with you during or

after a consultation for what ever reason. Very often

a supervisor has met that issue or knows someone

else who had to deal with a similar problem. Perhaps

a patient’s story resonates something for yourself

that you did not realise would have affected you in

such a manner. It’s not always a difficult case that

causes sleepless nights for the practitioner. Getting

the home/work life balance itself can be daunting

for some.

Let’s be honest in the college setting,
generally you will do everything the way
your assigned supervisor requests you to
do so. They guide you and help explain
why you follow a pattern or method,
confirming for you what you are doing is
correct and safe. As time goes on it
becomes a discussion between you both,
rather than an instruction. 

My experiences as a supervisor started many years

ago with training through the Irish Society of

Homeopaths, at the time to be involved with the then

registration process, we had to attend training

sessions to learn about supervision and how to help

others to deal with situations. This was probably

where I first heard of Reflective Practice. 

If you are not familiar with the term, do find the time

to research it. Basically it’s a method of journaling

what you did, how it was handled, if a similar thing

happened again, what would you do differently to

possibly achieve a better outcome. (Trust me, this is a

very rough explanation of how it works).

I also attended a course in Dorset (run by Sheila Ryan)*

to enhance the weekends run in Dublin. That was

many years ago and have since attended further

training by the ISH to update some things and revisit

others.

Supervision for practitioners is not such a strange

thing to consider, no matter how long we are in

practice, there will always be something to disturb us

in some way, no matter how experienced we are, we

may think we have seen and heard it all, had to deal

with all sorts of situations and the consequences of

them. But sometimes its good to be able to reflect back

and see what was going on, what caused the

particular dilemma, very often experience will

prevent you from becoming overwhelmed, but when

it does not or something is not quite right. This is

when we might need a supervisor who can listen,

reflect, mirror for you and help you see through the

wood no matter how many trees(obstacles) may be

ahead of you. 
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Different countries and organisations have varied

requirements regarding supervision. Most alternative

and complementary disciplines require anything from

the minimal to a specific minimum number of hours

(psychotherapists and similar, definitely need a safe

space to unload what ever they deal with on a daily

basis). The Irish Society of Homeopaths have been

offering supervision to all their newly qualified

practitioners for a few years now and encouraging all

registered practitioners to avail of it also. From this

year along with strengthening other aspects of our

CPD requirement a supervision session is to be

included. I think this is a good idea and I hope that this

will encourage more practitioners to stay innovated

with their practice, not to become disheartened if

things do not go according to the plan you set out,

again reflect, see what works instead and try it

differently. If that does not work talk to your

supervisor.

Sometimes it can be difficult to define between a

supervisor and a mentor, you could ask ten different

supervisor/mentors and like homeopaths they might

give you ten different possible answers, but all with

the common theme. So I will borrow from book by

Sheila Ryan.

“Where a mentor implies guidance, a supervisor is

more likely to observe, question and reflect. A coach is

more likely to be performance and goal orientated. It is

a matter of emphasis and context. The terms are used

and interchangeably and this can mean we lose the

specific words we need to describe different aspects of

helping relationship” (Ryan 2004).

*(Ryan S.(2004) Vital Practice: Seachange 

Core Criteria (2006) Irish Society of Homeopaths 

. 

GILLIAN WRAY I.S.HOM
MSC.(HOM)

Email/Website:
northdublinhomeopathy.com 
Graduated: 
Hahnemann School of
Homeopathy 1996
MSc UCLan 2015
Registered ISH 1999
Previous involvement:
Society, Committee member &
Registrar, Registration board,
Registration process,
Assessor, Mentor &
Supervisor 
Current involvement :
Secretary ISH, Mentor &
Supervisor.

https://northdublinhomeopathy.com/
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There is already some material available on Lac
Macropi (Kangaroo) from the work and proving
conducted Patricia Hatherly. However, it is intriguing
that how an animal unique to only the Australian
continent affects individuals across the world. Also, the
proving by Patricia Hatherly elicited the history of the
Australian continent, it’s first peoples and their struggle
to retain
possession of their land. Lac Macropi proving was
chosen to elicit proving outcomes in individuals from
different geographies and expand the current
understanding of this remedy. 
This proving was led by Dr. Preety Shah and Dr.
Prajakta Vaidya in the month of December’21 –
January’22. 

LAC MACROPI
A  P R O V I N G  B Y  D R .  P R E E T Y  S H A H  A N D  D R .
P R A J A K T A  V A I D Y A

A U T U M N  2 0 2 2

Single Blinded. The provers were blinded on the remedy
they were receiving.
One dose of Lac Macropi was given to all provers. One
prover received Placebo.

SOURCE of the REMEDY:
The remedy was procured from the Sakshi Pharmacy,
Maharashtra, India. The remedy was then mailed from our
clinic to all the provers. 

OBJECTIVES: TYPE of PROVING:
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Prover 1
 

Female
   

Lac Macropi
200
   

Maharashtra,India 

Prover 2
   

Male
   

 
Lac Macropi
200
   

Maharashtra,India
   

Prover 3
   

Female
   

Placebo
   

Gujarat,India
   

Prover 4
   

Female
   

Lac Macropi
200
   

New Delhi, India
   

Prover 5
   

Male
   

Lac Macropi
200
   

Maharashtra,India
   

Prover 6
   

Female
   

Lac Macropi
200
   

Kerala,India
   

Prover 7
   

Female
   

Lac Macropi
200
   

Udaipur,India
   

Prover 8
   

Male
   

Lac Macropi
200
   

AndhraPradesh,
India
   

Dream of 20 to 30 feet tall guava tree falling down,
people gathered and left the place silently to pray 
 (P5)
Feeling of calmness the whole day (P5) 
Calmness like sedation (P5) 
Felt more peaceful from inside (P6) 
Friends noticed that I was more peaceful than usual,
I didn't react to contradiction, more calm, I could
also feel that more peaceful state of mind, talked
much milder, more tolerance level. (P6)
I felt very peaceful, but after 1 week became very
irritable (P6)
I am feeling contented. Right or wrong, explaining
things very calmly (P7)

There was a villain like man standing outside my
home. He threatened me saying, "Your husband is
not at home. Now I’ll show you what I can do”. I was
having fear the whole day. I was afraid. (P7)
I saw a jungle, there was a lion on one side and a
tiger on another. At the lake I saw a Zebra. I was
afraid, I tried to run. But I wanted to face the fear. I
wanted to befriend the lion. (P7)

While 10 provers participated in the proving, only 8
provers shared their symptoms. Out of the 8 provers,
one prover received Placebo and others received the
active remedy. Of these 8 provers, 3 were male and 5
were female. Only one dose was taken by each of the
provers. 

Each prover’s symptoms have been categorized in
major themes for better understanding. Under each
theme the individual proving symptoms have been
listed.
Each symptom is followed by the Prover No. who
elicited the symptom
P= prover followed by the Prover No. #1,2, 3 etc.
The proving is followed by notes on how the proving
corresponds to the source and some commentary on
comparison on outcome of proving by Patricia Hatherly.

Themes seen during the proving:-
CALMNESS:

Danger and Violence:

METHODOLOGY:

How to read the proving?
 

I was in my home town, It was Diwali. I saw Rangoli, lighting
everywhere. But few were playing with the toy gun and I got
scared with that. My brother wanted one. He was running
behind me on the road, asking me to buy one. I was running
too. I felt really tired. I was scared. (P7)
Dream about people who tortures me, employer insulting,
mother in law taunting, dream of a person with whom had
argument long long years back (P1)
Dream of thieves in my society. They were three in number and
they came one by one. I was scared. The fear stayed with me
the whole day (P7)
Image of a wild dog, who was salivating, Dream of cousin trying
to kill me and his family and trying to save them (P3 placebo)
Dream of luxury bus crashed with the car while taking a reverse,
hit the bus driving who was his 20-25 year old known patient
(P5)
I was at my cousin's house. He was trying to kill (harm) me. I was
hiding somewhere to save my life and also helping his family
members to save their life from him. (P3)

L A C  M A C R O P I  -  C L E V E R  H .  -  A U T U M N  2 0 2 2
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'it is intriguing that how
an animal unique to only
the Australian continent
affects individuals across
the world.'

My child was lord Krishna and I hugged him with so much
love, he also hugged me back with so much affection. I
was carrying him, I had to carry him through a small way,
it was so tough, the baby hit his head 2-3 times which
gave him small injuries were on the head. Later I made
sure he was safe and don't get any injury, but I was hit by
large injuries on my head, I could bear it and I would do
anything for him. But when I looked at baby though he
was not hit, he had little marks on his head exactly the
place I got hit on head and he was sad. We were in some
mission for which I was trying for lot of lives (P6)
Unplanned pregnancy. I was not planning a pregnancy.
During the proving my periods were delayed. I kept
worrying the reason for the delay of my menses. I was
very scared. Then I tested myself and realized I am
pregnant. I didn’t know the sex of the child but somehow,
I feel this is a girl child. I was totally unprepared for this
pregnancy, and I had taken all precautions. I got a lot of
flashback, regarding how my parents raised me, how will I
be able to handle. The struggles of being a mother, and
raising a child. I was questioning myself, how did I miss
my period? I was doubting whether I will be able to
handle this. I will be so protective about my child. I
somehow wanted to run away from this. Accepting this is
so difficult. As a mother I always wanted a second child.
Now I feel like going to nature, I wanted to just sit in a
place silently. On the day of Post proving discussion,
after revealing the remedy, she mentioned that, ‘Today I
saw a picture of Kangaroo and I was thinking about its
unique pouch’. (P8)

Dream of trying to kiss a young patient and while doing
so feeling very guilty and disgust. Unable to control and
kept kissing her constantly (P5) 
I was at my sister in law’s home. I was talking to her. She
had recently shifted to this place. It was very old but very
huge. While I was sitting and talking to her, suddenly I
urinated on the floor. The urine was yellow in colour. I
wiped it. I was explaining to her why it happened. I
removed my inner garments. My clothes didn’t get wet. I
was not shameful at all. (P7)
Some famous people come to my house. It was morning
suddenly, I started to behave like someone so good, I
knew it was not true me. Later my brother woke up and
started brushing teeth, he didn't see the guest, my
cousins and I started laughing and signalling him about
guest, after some time he saw guests peeping through
us, but he didn't have any embarrassment, he smiled
peacefully. (P6)

DEEP LOVE/ MOTHER-CHILD:

SHAME /EMBARESSMENT VS GUILT:

I saw one fruit (guava) on tall tree. Plucking fruit
from that tree was prohibited. I still tried to get one
and suddenly the tree broke off from above. That
tree was almost 20-30 feet tall. When the tree fell
down, I took that fruit but then suddenly few people
gathered and started telling me that I was not
supposed to do so but I went silently from there. I
asked them to let me go and that I need to pray, I
clearly saw the dream, in early morning prayer time
(P5)
Dream, I entered a school compound but wanted to
go to college, one student came and told me that
"This is school compound and you are not allowed
to come here" (P6) 
Dream that I was tired of my life/family and I wanted
to abandon everything and join missionary. She
asked me "who you want to become I said “I want to
become a doctor, then she advised me that this is
not the right place and told me to study well” (P6)

PROHIBITED/ NOT ALLOWED:
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Healing Harmony Homeopathy
& more clinic is a holistic
amalgamation of various healing
techniques both time tested and
contemporary. 

Luxury bus in the dream (P7)
Dream of being Egyptian goddess and everyone admired
me very much I didn't know my true potential. Everyone
knew it and were treating me as Goddess (P6)
In dream wished to have Harley Davidson to race along
with other biker so that he could race at high speed (P5)
Some famous people come to my house, these people
were actors of some YouTube channel, they came to my
house to eat (it was my old home where I grew up). (P5)

I noticed my sexual desire increased. My whole
concentration was there to satisfy my desire.
High sexual desire, desires were like teenagers (P5)
Dream of old men were attracted seeing my beauty (P6)

Dreamt of my old house where I grew up (P6)
I saw a dream of sitting in a Café with my old friends (P8)
I saw my old college friend in my dream. She was shifting
to Bombay but she didn’t tell me anything about it. I felt
so bad. I felt, why she didn’t tell me? (This was an actual
incident that happened when I was in college) (P7)
Dream of attending my friend’s marriage. I was very
happy. I was welcoming everyone. (Infact this was the
marriage I couldn’t attend) (P7)

Scraping sensation in throat like a linear cut, even while
talking and empty swallowing.
Irritation in nose producing tears in eyes, watery
discharge in nose.
As the discharge comes through nose eyes water. 
Salty expectoration from posterior nares.

Young are born in an embryonic state after a very short
gestation period and complete their development
attached to a nipple inside the mother’s pouch. 

BIG/ LUXURY:

SEXUALITY/ ATTRACTIVENESS:

NOSTALGIA:

GI AFFECTIONS:

Abdomen: On and off abdominal pain. Passing stool. Pain
amelioration-bending. Pressing for long time.
Stool: Stool very hard difficult to pass, pain and soreness
while passing. Hard stool, soreness in rectum during passing
stool

THROAT:

SOURCE UNDERSTANDING:

Each embryonic baby must make its way from the
vaginal opening to the pouch and attach itself to a
nipple where it will complete its development for
several more weeks. Males are not involved in
rearing the babies at all.
Because newborn marsupials must climb up to their
mother's nipples, their front limbs are much more
developed than the rest of their bodies at the time
of birth. 
Their young ones returns to the pouch to sleep, and
if danger threatens, it will seek refuge in its
mother's pouch for safety, even after they grown
up. 
This is something very special about marsupials and
it is expressed in patients as being totally
dependent like an infant, in need of total care, in
need of extreme protection and safety, and very
attached to the mother. 
They feel safe as if in the womb, they like to be
covered from all sides, wrapped up completely. 
Naturally they feel unfit for the world. 
They feel vulnerable or incapable to face the harsh
world. They need to retreat or curl up in a safe
place.

https://www.healingharmony.in/
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Proving by Drs
Preety & Prajakta
  

Proving by 
Patricia Hatherly
  

Themes:
Calmness
Danger & Violence
Deep love/ Mother-Child
Bond
Shame/Embarrassment vs
Guilt
Prohibited/Not Allowed
Big/Luxury
Sexuality/Attractiveness
Nostalgia

Themes:
Ancestors
Communication vs
miscommunication 
Aggression belligerence 
Possession vs dispossession 
Patriarchy vs matriarchy 
Addictions
Secrets
Nostalgia for past 
Foreigners
Stealing
Gifts/Horses 

Danger & Violence
There is a threat outside and doing something to me, a clear me
vs you
Vulnerability
Sexuality/Attractiveness
Big/Luxury vs Small

Deep love/ Mother-Child Bond
Need to protect
Shame /Embarrassment vs Guilt

Completely dependent, vulnerable
Feel Naïve, unprepared for the harsh world
In a deep case taking leading up-to sensation, patients will often
describe the kangaroo’s pouch- as a womb, house, shell, a safe
place where they need to curl up in. Be. Protected. Provided. 

Themes of the Animal Kingdom:

Themes of Mammals:

Themes of Source:

COMPARISON WITH

PATRICIA’S PROVING

Healing Harmony is a Homeopathic Holistic
healing initiative. Their approach is multi-
dimensional, and they offer a range of holistic
therapies like meditation, yoga, diet and
counselling along with homeopathic treatment.
They also conduct health retreats called
“Karvaan” to help their clients move from
fragments to whole. Insightful and passionate,
Dr. Prajakta Vaidya and Dr. Preety Shah are
a dynamic duo with over 10 + years of practice
together at their couple of clinics in Mumbai,
India. 

Zen: 16, Gajanan Niwas, Liberty Garden Road
No. 2, Malad (West), Mumbai, Maharashtra
400064
Kabir: 19, Opposite Alka Vihar Hotel, Near New
Era Signal, SV Rd, Malad West, Mumbai,
Maharashtra 400064
 Phone: 022-28893347// 8433581011//
7304041836 
Email: healingharmonyclinic@gmail.com
Clinic: www.healingharmony.in
Retreat: http://www.healingharmony.in/karvaan/

     Clinics: 
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CEREBRAL ATROPHY 
 

LOSS OF BRAIN CELLS
(NEURONS) AND THEIR

INTER CONNECTEDNESS 

SOLVED WITH
HOMEOPATHY...HOW?
A CASE OF CEREBRAL ATROPHY, LUMBER DEGENERATION,

ANNULAR TEAR, CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS AND INTERNET

HAZARD, SOLVED WITH HOMEOPATHY- HOW?

He said- 8 years back, doctors diagnosed me having

degenerative changes in L5-S1 and 2 years back with

Cerebral Atrophy. I have difficulty in walking like

imbalance and backache. My speech is not clear. I

fumble. I have Thyroidism for 3 years. Now a days, I

feel irritability. For 2 years, I pass stool but having

unsatisfied feeling. I have sensitive throat to sour or

cold food since my higher school days. My father

had same degenerative changes in back. He was

operated for that. Mother has Asthma. I am sitting

for long time in my office using laptop and Wi Fi. I

am an introvert person. I keep everything inside me.

By profession I am charted accountant. Please help

me in solving my issues. He said, in my old job, we

did not have toilet in our office. I had to hold urine

for long time. It was 1 year back. Now I switched my

job. (I asked him whether he switched the job for this

reason only or he had some other problems.) He said,

the working hours were too long and it was annoying

to sit with computer for such long time. I was fed up

with this monotonous routine hence I changed the

company.Now I have flexible working hours, toilet

facility and less stress. The job is same. Still

working on computer. I feel heaviness in eyelids and

head. There is drowsy feeling while talking. My

vision is blur. I feel exhausted and my stamina is not

good.

A U T U M N  2 0 2 2 C L E V E R  H .

In July 2021, a young man aged 37, consulted

me with the diagnosis of diffuse cerebral

atrophy. His MRI Brain Screening showed –

Mild prominence cerebellar folia s/o diffuse

cerebellar atrophy/degeneration.
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Analysis and evaluation

During interview I observed that

degeneration is the keynote of this case,

running right from spine to liver and

brain. All other symptoms like heaviness

in eyes and head, blur vision, difficult

speech, misbalancing while walking etc.

are the secondary manifestation of the

degenerative changes.

His MRI Cervical Spine with spinogram

study showed degeneration at L5-S1 with

annular tear.

Alok image 2 ->

Additionally, he has acute cholecystitis,

diffuse fatty infiltration of liver and

grossly distended Gall bladder.

Alok image 3 ->

Alok image 4 ->

Rubrics considered-

MIND – RESERVED

Brain - ATROPHY, of

HEAD - HEAVINESS

HEAD - HEAVINESS - accompanied by -

Eyes; heaviness of

EYE - HEAVINESS – Lids

MOUTH - SPEECH – difficult

ABDOMEN - FATTY DEGENERATION of

liver

BACK - SPINE; complaints of - Spinal cord

BACK - DEGENERATION - Spinal cord

GENERALS - DEGENERATION OF

TISSUES, tendency to

GENERALS - FATTY DEGENERATION -

Organs

Image 2

Image 3

Image 4
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4th row, 5th column in periodic table.

It is Proved by: Burnett

Phosphorus, Lycopodium, Plumbum met,

Gelsemium, Nux Vomica, Aurum met,

Conium mac, Mercurius sol, Agaricus and

Picric Acid came up.

Whenever there is degeneration, we usually

think about Phosphorus and coincidently in

this case Phosphorus came at first place in

repertory chart.

I did not prescribe Phosphorus. It covers

degeneration and fatty infiltration of liver

but it does not cover degeneration of spinal

cord as well the tissues. It is good for organ

degeneration.

Prescription

Vanadium Met 30 given twice a day for 15

days.

Why Vanadium?

Alok image 5 

It is a hard-silvery grey colored metal.

initially it is called as brown lead, later

named it as a vanadium. Metals are obtained

from mineral kingdom. Many wonderful

remedies are prepared by potentizing the

metals. Metals have direct action on human

physiognomy. They affect almost every vital

system of body. Metals are also used as

therapeutic agents. 

It is present at the center part on the left side

on the top rows.

Sphere of action: circulatory system,

mucus membrane.

Clinical indication: Addison’s disease,

anemia, arteriosclerosis, atheroma,

emaciation, fatty heart, liver disorder,

malnutrition.

Theme of metal remedies are: attack,

defense and performance.

Vanadium people have to be successful

but they are not allowed or they are

incapable. They obliged to live up too

many tasks but they are confused as to

what tasks, why and how to do. They

don’t really know what they want. They

make plans, but they think I won’t

succeed anyway.

They feel that they have to achieve a

lot in their position, but they are not

sure what. They are always doubting

themselves and can’t make choice. They

are not strong enough to make

decisions, and if they do make one, they

doubt their choice afterwards.

The cause of this situation can usually

be found in their upbringing. There is

often successful and dominate father.

They are brought up very strictly, with

the task of pleasing everybody

particular their own parents.

They have to be good, caring, decent

and hardworking children. Such a child

won’t dare to resist their regime and

eventually won’t know anymore what it

wants for itself. It feels obliged to its

duties but don’t know the reason and

purpose anymore.
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It is a remedy for degenerative condition

of liver and arteries.

Acts as a tonic of digestive functions in

early tuberculosis.

Sensation as if heart was compressed, as

if blood had no room in the aorta.

Anxious pressure on whole chest.

Fatty heart, brain softening, tuberculosis.

Cough is dry, irritating and paroxysmal,

sometimes with hemorrhage.

Anorexia and symptoms of gastro-

intestinal irritation.

Irritation of nose, eyes and throat.

Anemia, arteriosclerosis.

Fatty degeneration of heart and angina

pectoris.

Pulse more rapid in morning.

Liver and spleen enlarged and painful

ascites and anasarca.

Very weak and all gone sensation,

Liver is congested, acute hepatitis.

Fatty degeneration. Heart – violent

palpitation. Anxiety on lying on left side.

CHARACTERISTIC SYMPTOMS

Differential diagnosis

Arsenicum album

Phosphorus

Right side of heart is dilated and feeling of

warmth in heart.

Follow up after 15 days

Dr- Its now 15 days since you are under my

medication for Cerebral Atrophy. How are

you now?

I took your medicine and feeling 50%

improvement.

Dr- Can you elaborate?

Now I can walk. Misbalancing reduced!

Backache is there.

I am walking for almost 2& 1/2 Km

morning and evening.

Dr.- two times?

Yes.

Dr -Were you able to walk same before

treatment?

No mam.

Dr- How much were you walking before 15

days?

Almost 1 Km.

Dr- Do you have fear of falling now?

No. Balance is good. I feel like twist in leg

once in a blue moon.

Dr- How is vertigo?

It’s not there.

Dr- You had drooping of eyelid, ptosis. How

is it now?

Its better now.

Dr- What are the problems now?

Burning eyes. Dim vision.

Speech blur. Backache. Acidity.

I am confident now.

Energetic than before.

I am happy with the effects of your

medicine.

I am taking only your line of treatment.

Nothing else!

https://drkavitachandak.com/
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Prescription

Vanadium Met 30 given twice a day for 30

days.

Follow up after 45 days

Dr.- How are you now?

Patient-I have a slight difficulty in walking

and slight giddiness is there.

Dr.-It’s been 45 days for homeopathic

medication; 28th July to 9th September;

how much improvement did you observe?

Patient-Mam, it’s around 60%

It was strange for me. He was 50% better in

first follow up just after 15 days of first

medicine. And now after 45 days, he is

saying total 60% improvement!

Vanadium was working well but something

was there which was not letting vanadium

to work in full strength. What was that?

I understood that I must address the

obstacle in recovery.

I planned recase taking.

Patient said, I feel muscular weakness.

There is occasional heaviness in the lids. 

I feel pain in upper part of eyebrows. 

All these symptoms started with my last job

where I used to sit for long hours working

on computer. 

I used to read articles on phone for 2-3

hours daily. Now I reduced the reading time

but still using mobile phone to surf social

media.

Due to Covid lockdown, I started playing

games on tab and phone.

I changed the job now but my work is same.

Hahnemann mentioned about exciting

and maintaining cause in aphorism 7.He

wrote, we need to remove these obstacles

to recovery to achieve cure.

For his muscular pain and headache, I was

thinking Gelsemium. But what about the

excessive exposure to electromagnetic

radiation? It is also responsible for

headache and eye symptoms. He was

constantly under Wi-Fi since years at his

working place and at home. 

Althoughthere is very less established

scientific evidence of adverse health

effects from the Wi-fi RF exposure but a

Homeopath knows how our energetic fields

get diseased. Toxic substance can leave an

energetic imprint that lasts even after the

material substance is no longer present,

especially after long term exposure to the

toxin. Here WIFI is the toxin (ultimately

radiation and foreign body) has provoked

an energetic imprint in the energetic

system (vital energy) of the patient.

With every modern hi tech device, we get

hidden adverse effects. 

Study performed in 2018 Jul; 164:405-416

by Martin L Pall1 says Wi-Fi is an

important threat to human health. Repeated

Wi-Fi studies show that Wi-Fi causes

oxidative stress, sperm/testicular damage,

neuropsychiatric effects including EEG

changes, apoptosis, cellular DNA damage,

endocrine changes, and calcium overload. 

Another study Front. Physiol., 02 July

2020 2 says, Lifestyle, Oxidative Stress, and

Antioxidants: Back and Forth in the

Pathophysiology of Chronic Diseases
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Prescription

Wi fi radiation 10M one aqua dose.

As things were better, I thought to

continue the same remedy.

He was fine but worried about his

backache.

Speech, balancing and vison issues are

already settled hence I decided to put the

remedy on the tendency of degeneration.

With WIFI radiation remedy, I tried to

detox the adverse effects of WIFI radiation

and internet use from his vitality. Now my

need was a remedy which can arrest the

tendency of degeneration.

Sometimes we start with appropriate

medicine but if you put quality seeds in

dirty soil, it won’t turn up in a healthy

plant. Hence, I again put Vanadium Met,

this time in 200 CH one dose every 15 days

for 2 months.

Follow up- February 2022

Oxidative stress, as a result of the imbalance

between oxidative and antioxidative

processes in cells, therefore plays an

essential role in the pathogenesis of

numerous chronic-degenerative disorders.

Here either electromagnetic (EMF) radiation

remedy which counteracts the ill effects of

radiation from computers, cell phones,

television sets, power lines, household

appliances, etc. or Wi-Fi radiation remedy

was my real need for this case.

I prescribed Wi fi radiation 10 Mone aqua

dose.

Follow up after 60 days

Me-How is speech now?

Patient-Previously, there was fumbling in

just 5 minutes which was embarrassing.

Now I can talk fluently for 10-15 minutes.

Without fumble.

Me-Great.

Patient-You must be observing it.

Me-So, now do you trust Homeopathy?

Patient- 110%

Me-Good. How is your vertigo?

Patient-Better. Now I am confident and

doing all work.

Me-We will perform your brain MRI after a

few months, as anatomical changes cannot

be expected soon. I am observing good

functional changes in you.

Patient-It’s because of you man. Thank you

so much.

Me-Say thanks to Homeopathy.

Alok 6 image 
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Where is the word degeneration and

annular tear in the above report?

Homeopathy could successfully address the

keynote trouble of the patient –

Degeneration!

It proved; Homeopathy does not cure the

diseases: it cures the person in disease!

Atrophy reduces the size of the cell under

consideration, while conserving its form. 

Degeneration either eliminates the cell

completely, or so alters its form that its

specific differentiation is no longer

recognizable.

Dr- Your today’s report is showing atrophy

in brain.

It is an irreversible change.

With homeopathic medicines, I tried to

improve the lacked functions.

How do you feel?

Pt.- Whatever report is showing doesn’t

matter for me. 

I personally feel that I am improved.

My sufferings before coming to your clinic

are reduced a lot.

Dr.- We first met at 28th July 2021 and

today its 24th February 2022, it is almost 6

months now…

Pt.- Yes.

How much is your recovery?

Pt.- In this duration, I feel, I am 60%

recovered.

Much improvement.

Dr.- Thank you for your trust.

Pt.- Thanks to you mam.

I suggested him to perform a MRI cervical

spine with spinogram as I wanted to see

whether I could remove his keynote

suffering of degeneration or not.

Alok 7 image 

References-

1.https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29573716/ 

2.https://doi.org/10.3389/fphys.2020.00694
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Dr. Kavita Chandak, India

drkavitachandak@gmail.com

Dr. Kavita Chandak (BHMS, PGNIH, PG

(HOM) London MD (HOM), PHD France),

achieved first merit position in

homeopathy in 1998, honoured by two

Golden Book Of World Records for

treating kidney disorders and success in a

case of mucormycosis. She is an author,

international trainer, speaker and

promoter of homeopathy, practicing since

1999. She specializes in autism,

psychiatric and behavioural disorders,

addiction, infertility, allergic disorders,

kidney disease and cancer. She is on the

board of directors for the Afghanistan

Homeopathic Medical Association and is

an advisory board member for the Turkiye

Klinikleri Journal in Istanbul. She is

scientific board member at Duzce

university, Turkey and LMHI 2022.Dr.

Chandak is associated with P.D. Jain HMC

(Parbhani) and she is PG Guide at Nashik

University. A speaker at many national

and international seminars and

conferences, Dr. Chandak will be spoke at

the International Congress of homeopathy

in New Zealand and Latvia in 2022. She

has written six books and 294 articles and

teaches several online courses, including

How to Master Psychiatry with

Homeopathy, Womanhood – A Power Pack

of Homeopathic Solutions in all Disorders

including Cancer, as well Homeopathy and

Autism – In and Out. For her socio-

medical contribution, she received various

prestigious awards including the recent

one -Excellence in Homeopathy award by

Hpathy.com.

Dr. Kavita Chandak 
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ADS & CLASSIFIEDS
 

 "MY RECOVERY FROM
BRAIN CANCER"

HWC

HEALING WOMEN WITH
HOMEOPATHY

Dear fellow homeopaths, 
I know you know homeopathy works but I also know it can
difficult to persuade your family and friends and potential
patients that it works. So here is another story to show them that
it really does work. 
Just in case you haven’t heard of my story –
In a nutshell, I had tumours in my brain and spine, and was
given months to live but that was in 1996. I had been given the
usual treatments of chemotherapy and radiotherapy and various
drugs from the doctors. My oncologist told me the treatment had
not worked for me and I was given three alternatives before the
inevitable happened: 

Go to a hospice. We have a place booked for you. 
Remain in the hospital. 
Go home. 

This book covers the most important and widespread
gynaecologic disorders starting from menarche over
dysmenorrhea to menopause, reflecting issues from
which women suffer frequently.

You can purchase the book here:
https://www.bjainbooks.com/usd/product-detail/healing-
women-with-homeopathy

Homeopathy World Community is an award winning network
for professional homeopaths, healers, patients, and members of
the public interested in supporting the homeopathic treatment
approach. HWC aims to promote awareness of homeopathy
throughout the world.
Our motto, “Creating waves of awareness” defines the human
awakening towards a new era of compassion and gratitude for
life.

To know more or become a member, please visit:
https://homeopathyworldcommunity.com

Get the book here:
http://www.lulu.com/shop/gemma-hoefkens/my-
recovery-from-brain-cancer/paperback/product-
24448249.html
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ORBIT CLINICS

THE HAHNEMANIAN
HOMOEOPATHIC SANDESH 

BIANNUAL MEDICAL JOURNAL

CARECLIN

Worldclass Homeopathic Clinics Worldwide
Dr. Deepak Sharma and his team have successfully
cured thousands of patients with chronic and complex
diseases. He provides fully personalized modern
homeopathic treatment based on the principles of
classical as well as clinical homeopathy.

Website 
https://orbitclinics.com/
Email responseds@gmail.com 
Phone 9711153617

The current issue of the Sandesh is live here:
https://www.dhma.in/the-hahnemannian-homoepathic-
sandesh-issue1-volume-1/

For further information:
www.dhma.in 
Email dhmadelhi@gmail.com

CareClin, is a homeopathy online clinic. I see patients
with various complaints across all ages.
Treating with Homeopathy provides a gentle ‘tool’
which is used to support the holistic recovery to health
for any individual that has become ill. It is aimed at
treating the entire person, and not just the disease. It
addresses all levels of the individual to promote
healing and to aid a patient back to recovery.

Website: https://careclin.org
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MICHELINE FOURNIER,
HOMEOPATH AT EQUILIBRIUM

CLINIC

GILIAN WRAY, HOMEOPATH
AT NORTH DUBLIN

HOMEOPATHY

HEALING HARMONY

Micheline Fournier, is a graduate of École
d'Homéopathie Classique of Montréal Canada and a
registered and licensed practitioner in Ontario,
Canada."I discovered Homoeopathy 15 years ago and
was so impressed with the results that I decided to
study it.

Contact her at:
Clinique Equilibrium Clinic
http://www.equilibriumclinic.ca

Gillian has been established in practice for over 20
years, and has used homeopathy extensively for the many
common ailments that affect us in many ways in our
everyday lives, finding it extremely useful and effective
in particular on a personal level when her four children,
now adults, were growing up from infancy to maturity.

Contact her at:
North Dublin Homeopathy
https://northdublinhomeopathy.com/

As you may have guessed it from our name, we are
more than just a Homeopathy Clinic! Our holistic
approach is not restricting to just homeopathy, infact it
is not confined by borders and timezones as well! Be it
Homeopathy, Diet, Counselling or Meditation, our
consultation and programs are designed to be followed
from across the globe. 

Website: https://www.healingharmony.in/
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ASHLEY MENDOZA
HOMEOPATH AT ROSE
BLANCHE WELLNESS

MANON LAROSE
HOMEOPATH AT

EQUILIBRIUM CLINIC

COMPLETE HOMOEO CARE

I am a graduate of École d’Homéopathie Classique of
Montreal Canada and member of the College of
Homeopaths of Ontario. I enjoy reading research in the
medical field and participating in Homeopathic
Conferences and medical forums.

Contact her at:
Clinique Equilibrium Clinic
http://www.equilibriumclinic.ca

Ashley Mendoza, HOM, DCHM, has always been
fascinated by alternative medicine and how it has the
capacity to heal in ways unimaginable. She is a
graduate of Canadian College of Homeopathic
Medicine, where she is actively completing her Clinical
Mastery, Post Graduate Program to increase her
knowledge of this powerful and gentle practice, in
order to be able to provide well-rounded and in-depth
care to her patients so they too can achieve their
greatest potential.
https://roseblanchewellness.com

Dr Sakshi Gupta has been practicing in Delhi, India
since 2013 and has patients across the globe. She
provides Counselling sessions too along with
Homeopathic treatment, if required.
She holds the position of Organising Secretary in Delhi
Homoeopathic Medical Association and is a Board
Member at Homeopathy World Community, USA.
She works as a Co-Editor for Exploring Homoeopathy
and Manging Editor for The Hahnemannian
Homoeopathic Sandesh, both being Indian Biannual
Newsletters

Website: https://complete-homoeo-care.business.site/?
utm_source=gmb&utm_medium=referral
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Papaya & pineapple are high in
antioxidants and contain digestive-system
stimulating enzymes.

1 ripe papaya, unpeeled, pitted & chopped
1/2 a pineapple, peeled and chopped
1/2 cup oat milk
1 cup of coconut yogurt

Blend until smooth

**Did you know that if you save, dry and
crush Papaya Seed, you can use it in place
of black pepper when cooking. - especially
if you cannot eat black pepper or want to
stay away from black pepper**

Or

One of My
Faves

THE
Refresher
Antioxidant PUNCH, plenty of soluble fiber
and the diuretic properties of cucumber
and carrot which aids with fluid retention.
 
1 Apple, cored and chopped (skin on)
1 carrot, peeled and chopped
1/2 a cucumber, peeled

Blend until smooth or juice if you own a
juicer

CHANEL STYNDER
Homeopath & Energy Practitioner at 
Coco Holistix & Director of Communications 
at Homeopathy World Community
Telegram/Instagram&FB: @cocoholistix
Cocoholistix@gmail.com
chanel@homeopathyworldcommunity.com
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COCO HOLISTIX

LONG ISLAND HOMEOPATH 

ADONIS BY RADAR

A graduate of the International Academy of Classical
Homeopathy, Jonathan is a member of the National Center of
Homeopathy & is insured by Lloyd’s of London.
A 2019 recipient of a Vital Forces Scholarship from the
National Center for Homeopathy, Jonathan provides digital
consultations to a number of clients in the United States and
abroad. He is the Classical Homeopath at Northport Wellness
Center, an integrative holistic health practice in Northport, NY.
He is also the Chief Technology Officer for Homeopathy World
Community, an online social website for homeopaths all around
the world.

Long Island Homeopath is a Project of the Full Spectrum
Dynamics Association.
www.longislandhomeopath.com

Chanel Stynder
Classically trained Homeopathic Practitioner
Favourite distraction while I work - NFL highlights and Fast
and the Furious Movies
Favourite kind of music is generally R&B
In my downtime I garden, read or take free courses through
Harvard U
My favourite candies are sour skittles
And the best use of Homeopathy in my life has been for pain
management while getting tattooed.

https://linktr.ee/cocoholistix

To purchase Synthesis Adonis, people need to own a RadarOpus.

We have a dedicated online web-shop for such users, so if
someone doesn't have RadarOpus, they can register for a free 15
day trial here: https://crm.zeus-soft.com/index.php?
action=register

If they have a RadarOpus (latest version) then they can simply
click on the cart icon in the menu  and purchase it.

More info on Synthesis Adonis here as well:
https://www.radaropus.com/products/synthesis/about-synthesis
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HUMAN CHEMISTRY
INTEGRATED THERAPY

QUANTUM PARADIGM CLINIC
HOMEOPATHIC FAMILY

PRACTICE 
HANNAH SHALOM 

HOMEOPATHIC FAMILY
PRACTICE 

 

CLEVER H. - THE MAG!

Hannah Shalom is a Classical Homeopath who thrives on
difficult and complicated cases which require astute
observation, investigation and research. She is a founder of 
 Pure Simple and Amazing Inc Quantum Paradigm Clinic
Homeopathic Family Practice and Founder of Research
Foundation for Homeopathy and Lifestyle Integrity.
She is an active Board Member for HWC as well as Actively
Supports her Professional Organizations in the sphere of Ethics.

Website:

https://homeopathicfamilypractice.com/

In this book Ton Jansen goes into more detail than he did in
his first book, 'Fighting Fire With Fire', about hormones and
neurotransmitters. From many years of experience of studying
these and then using them in cases, he has been able to
introduce them to us as remedies, highlighting their theme
and picture and clinical application. He also provides cases
in depth to show how these new remedies can take their place
in the treatment of complex cases. Ton is currently at work
producing volume 2 in this presentation of new remedies that
are proving very valuable in the treatment of today’s
illnesses.’

This book is available here:  https://humanchemistry.eu/books/

Initially launched 2014, Clever H. has published articles by
numerous renowned authors from different walks of life, without  
loosing sight of the topics at heart that are health, holism,
natural medicine, CAM, well-being and other related topics.

Your quarterly journal, 'by homeopaths, for homeopaths, with
the patient in mind', is now back with a brand new design, but
the same quality of information, knowledge and wisdom shared.
If you would like to publish a case, article or research in one of
the upcoming issues of this journal, get in touch! 
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SANE ASYLUMS 
BY

 JERRY M. KANTOR

RICHARD DERY
HOMEOPATH IN BC

 

SLOWAGER

Richard Dery studied Homeopathy with the l’École de Mosane in
Belgium,on a program that was distributed by Quebeurope
Importations, Montréal. Throughout the years, he has continued
his professional development through webinars by Boiron,
Hyland’s and Bio Lonreco, but also by world-reknown
homepaths such as Dr. Jawahar Shah (Enlightenment education,
India), Shilpa Bhouraskar (The Course School and TQFS
Academy, Australia).

He can be reached at: richardldery@gmail.com

This book reveals the astonishing but suppressed history of
homeopathic psychiatry in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It
• Examines the success of homeopathic psychiatric asylums in the
United States from the 1870s until 1920
• Focuses on New York’s Middletown State Homeopathic Hospital for
the Insane, which had a treatment regime with thousands of successful
outcomes
• Details a homeopathic blueprint for treating mental disorders based
on Talcott’s methods, including nutrition and side-effect-free
homeopathic prescriptions.

The book can be purchased here:
https://www.chapters.indigo.ca/en-ca/books/sane-
asylums/9781644114087-item.html

‘Slow-ager’ is a 12 week treatment, support and coaching
program that will assist you at ageing slower and becoming a
healthier, happier you!
The program gives you access to your personalized 'Slow-ager'
treatment plan that is created specifically for you, to match
your needs and requirements. You will receive exclusive
professional support, applicable 'slow-aging' information for
your daily habits and routines, and a treatment plan that will
help you feel 'forever beautiful' .

Find out more at: https://slowager.orgSlowager
Because ant i -ag ing

does not  ex is t !
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KNEE
OSTEOARTHRITIS 

 
DEGENERATIVE
JOINT DISEASE

A CASE OF KNEE
OSTEOARTHRITIS

INTRODUCTION

Knee osteoarthritis (OA), also known as

degenerative joint disease, is typically the result

of wear and tear and progressive loss of

articular cartilage. It is most common in the

elderly. Knee osteoarthritis can be divided into

two types, primary and secondary. 

Primary osteoarthritis is articular degeneration

without any apparent underlying reason.

Secondary osteoarthritis is the consequence of

either an abnormal concentration of force

across the joint as with post-traumatic causes or

abnormal articular cartilage, such as rheumatoid

arthritis (RA).

THE ROLE OF
HOMEOPATHY IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF KNEE
OSTEOARTHRITIS

C L E V E R  H A U T U M N  2 0 2 2
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Posttraumatic

Postsurgical

Congenital or malformation of the limb

Malposition (varus/valgus)

Scoliosis

Rickets

Wilson disease

Gout

Pseudogout

Acromegaly

Avascular necrosis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Infectious arthritis

Psoriatic arthritis

Hemophilia

Paget disease

Sickle cell disease

Articular trauma

Occupation – prolonged standing and

repetitive knee bending

Muscle weakness or imbalance

Weight

Health – metabolic syndrome

Gender - females more common than

males

Age

Genetics

Race

ETIOLOGY

Knee osteoarthritis is classified as either

primary or secondary, depending on its cause…

Possible Causes of Secondary Knee OA

Risk Factors for Knee OA

Modifiable

Non-modifiable

EPIDEMIOLOGY

Knee osteoarthritis is the most common type of

arthritis diagnosed, and its prevalence will

continue to increase as life expectancy and

obesity rises.The prevalence of knee

osteoarthritis in males is also lower than in

females.

HISTOPATHOLOGY

Water content

Collagen

Proteoglycan content

Proteoglycan synthesis

Chondrocyte size

Chondrocyte number

Modulus of elasticity

 

Cartilage Changes 

in Aging[9]

Decreased

Same

Decreased

Same

Increased

Decreased

Increased

 

CCartilage

Changes in OA

Increased

Disorganised

Decreased

Increased

Same

Same

Decreased

 

Onset of symptoms

Specific location of pain

Duration of pain and symptoms

Characteristics of the pain

Alleviating and aggravating factors

Any radiation of pain

Specific timing of symptoms

Severity of symptoms

The patient's functional activity

HISTORY AND PHYSICAL

The history of the present illness should

include the following: 

https://www.statpearls.com/ArticleLibrary/viewarticle/41509#ref_30529739
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Typically of gradual onset

Worse with prolonged activity

Worse with repetitive bending or stairs

Worse with inactivity

Worsening over time

Better with rest

Better with ice or anti-inflammatory

medication

Knee stiffness

Knee swelling

Decreased ambulatory capacity

Physical examination of the knee should

begin with a visual inspection. With the

patient standing, look for periarticular

erythema and swelling, quadriceps muscle

atrophy, and varus or valgus deformities.

Observe gait for signs of pain or abnormal

motion of the knee joint that can indicate

ligamentous instability. Next, inspect the

surrounding skin for the presence and

location of any scars from previous

surgical procedures, overlying evidence of

trauma, or any soft tissue lesions.

Range of motion (ROM) testing is an

essential aspect of the knee exam. Active

and passive ROM with regard to flexion and

extension should be assessed and

documented.

Palpation along the bony and soft tissue

structures is an essential part of any knee

exam. The palpatory exam can be broken

down into the medial, midline, and lateral

structures of the knee.

CLINICAL SYMPTOMS OF KNEE OA

Knee Pain

Patella apprehension – patellar instability

J-sign – patellar maltracking

Patella compression/grind –

chondromalacia or patellofemoral arthritis

Medial McMurray – a medial meniscus tear

Lateral McMurray – lateral meniscus tear

Anterior drawer – ACL injury

Pivot shift – ACL injury

Posterior drawer – posterior cruciate

ligament (PCL) injury

Posterior sag – PCL injury

Quadriceps active test – PCL injury

Valgus stress test – MCL injury

Varus stress test – LCL injury

Joint space narrowing

Osteophyte formation

Subchondral sclerosis

Subchondral cyst

Special Knee Tests

Radiographic Findings of OA- 

The authors of this article can be contacted via:

Instagram & Facebook: vigyan homoeo clinic  or via

email: drniharikaj@gmail.com 

mailto:drniharikaj@gmail.com
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Hip arthritis

Low back pain

Spinal stenosis

Meniscal tear

Infections arthritis

Gout

Pseudogout

Collateral or cruciate ligament injury

Pain relievers and anti-inflammatory drugs

to relieve acute unbearable pain.

Injections of corticosteroids/hyaluronic

acids into the knee joints-Those are the 

 powerful anti-inflammatory drugs.

Hyaluronic acid is normally present in

joints as a type of lubricating fluid. 

Calcium, Vitamin-D are often times found

in there prescription.

Differential Diagnosis

Any potential cause of local or diffuse knee

pain should be considered in the differential

diagnosis of knee osteoarthritis.

TREATMENT / MANAGEMENT

Treatment for knee osteoarthritis can be

broken down into non-surgical and surgical

management. 

Scope in Allopathy-

Surgery-includes 

Arthroscopy, Osteotomy & Arthroplasty of

Knee joint . 

Weight reduction

Avoiding activities that exert excessive

stress on the joint cartilage.

Proper rest

Regular exercises

Diet control measures

Physiotherapy

Reducing stress

Intake of diet rich in vitamin C, K and

vitamin D, omega-3 fatty acids and calcium

MANAGING KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS WITH

OTHER ASPECTS 

SCOPE IN HOMOEPATHY –

SIX SIGNIFICANT STEPS IN CASE TAKING

 The exact spot of the problem

 1. Location Explain how it feels?

 2. Sensation o Burning o Throbbing o Tingling

etc. What makes it better or worse? Etc.

 3. Modalities Rate using a scale system

between 1 to 10

 4. Intensity When does it occur?

 5. Time o Morning o Evening o Night etc. Two

things occurring at the same time

 6. Concomitants.
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HOMOEOPATHIC APPROACH IN

MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS

The suggestive Homoeopathic Treatment

Protocol –

A. CONSTITUTIONAL /MIASMATIC

MEDICINES

should be selected on the totality of symptoms

B. NOSODE/SARCODE/IMPONDERABILIA

MEDICINES.

can be given as an intercurrent remedy as

weekly/fortnightly/monthly once.

C. PAIN RELIEVING REMEDIES

Can be given during only acute exaggerations

of symptoms– (like Mother tinctures & Bio-

chemics.

D.EMOTIONAL REMEDIES –

if patient is a long sufferer, treated in all

pathies without much benefit, loses hope for

his recovery & produces abundant mental

symptoms than physical symptoms- besides

homoeopathic medicines, another similar

therapy like homoeopathy –called “BACH

FLOWER REMEDY THERAPHY”, is also

effective in this case.

SOME HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE

ACONITUM NAPELLUS: it is useful in cases

where the pain and inflammation comes on

suddenly after exposure to cold wind and

weather.

ARNICA MONTANA: it is indicated for

chronic arthritis with bruised feeling and

soreness of the joints. Pain is worse from

touch. Joint affections after a trauma or

injury.

APIS MELLIFICA: Apis mel is effective in

acute conditions. the knees swollen, shiny,

sensitive, sore , with much stinging pain.

Warmth can worse the condition , and better

from cold application.

BENZOIC ACID: it is indicated for arthritis with

crackling sound when the parts are moved.

BRYONIA ALBA: Bryonia Alba is of great help

in treatment of Osteoarthritis of knee joint

where the pain in the knee joint gets worse by

walking and the patient feels better by taking

absolute rest. The patients of Osteoarthritis who

complain of pain in knee joint on using the

stairs to go up can greatly benefit by Bryonia

Alba. There is a cracking sound while walking.

CALCAREA CARB: Calcarea Carbonica patients

are mostly obese, fatty and flabby persons. It is

also very effective for Osteoarthritis of knee

joint. The patients who are recommended this

medicine complain which get aggravated when

getting up from a sitting position and also by

walking. also a good Homeopathic remedy for

pain in knee joints which gets worse by working

in water like washing clothes. The knees remain

excessively cold along with the pain.

CALCAREA FLOUR.: Calcrea flour is useful in

chronic conditions. The pain are improved from

heat and motion. Joints become enlarged and

hard and nodosities or bone spurs may develop.

CAUSTICUM: effective medicine for treating

knee joint Osteoarthritis where the knee pains

are associated with much stiffness and cracking

in knee joints. pains better by applying heat and

get worse by exposure to cold air.

KALI CARB: Kali carb is also used effectively

for osteoarthritis. Pain in knees and it may

extend from hip to knee. Worse by pressure and

better by moving about and warmth . Knee pain

along with backache.

https://www.homeopathy360.com/musculoskeletal-or-joint-disease-types-symptoms-treatment-with-homeopathic-medicine
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RUTA GRAVEOLENS: Ruta Graveolens is

another Homeopathic remedy of great help for

Osteoarthritis of knee joint. pain in knees that

gets aggravated by bending the knee joint while

kneeling and while going down the stairs, and

when the pain in knee joint gets better by

applying pressure on the affected knee. The

pain in knees that gets better by stretching the

limb.

SULPHUR: Sulphur is also of immense help in

treating Osteoarthritic patients of knee joint.

The knee joint pains that are aggravated while

using the stairs, along with stiffness and pain

that get worse on standing, Sulphur patients

cannot walk erect because of pain. good

remedy for patients who complain of excessive

heat in the feet along with the knee pains.
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MY STORY OF CANCER AND HOMOEOPATHY
 

FRIDAY THE 13th, a day in her life as Gemma Hoefkens tells of her

battle with cancer.

I was a school registrar in London, aged 26, when diagnosed with cancer.

That was 1996. Previously, in July 1992, I had had a condition called

hydrocephalus, or water on the brain. I had an operation for this and had

made a good recovery. However, as time went on I began to get some

alarming symptoms. My short-term memory was really bad at times, making

my job very difficult. My eyesight got worse, so that I would bump into

things sometimes and I would sleep so deeply so that I could not be woken.

Strangely, these symptoms would come and go and I had them checked by a

doctor.

My GP in 1993 referred me to St Bartholomew’s Hospital where I had a brain

scan. I was told there was nothing wrong with me, it was my imagination. I

was not convinced and my symptoms were getting worse. Later that year, I

asked my GP for another referral, in June 1994 and I had another brain scan

at Kings College Hospital. It revealed a growth in the middle of my brain. I

was assured that this did not need any treatment because it was so small –

the size of the little finger.

However in January 1996 I was told at Kings College that I had a few tumors

but they were benign. They were too deep to operate on and I was advised to

have a brain biopsy. I was then informed that I should have radiology

treatment at St Bartholomew’s. It was terrifying. I had to lay face down on a

table and have a mask bolted down over my face, so that I would stay

perfectly still whilst the treatment took place. At my first appointment, the

treatment was about to begin when the radiologist burst through the door

and shouted "stop". The treatment could not proceed. They had discovered

more tumors down my spine.

by Gemma Hoefkens
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InI then had to be marked up on my back with a pen -

to let the radiographers know where the tumors were

so they could direct the radiology on my spine as well

as on my head. I was often violently ill after the

treatments and all my hair fell out in one weekend –

well, apart from a few strands. I looked like a baby

chick. I thought, as long as I was going to get better, I

would put up with it as it was a small price to pay.

Months later the results showed the radiology had

removed the tumors from my spine but this was not

enough. The radiologist advised me to have

chemotherapy. My trust was in their hands and I

believed their treatment would save me. "Doctor

knows best". It was years later I realized that I had

fitted perfectly with traditional British culture.

I returned to the hospital and along with the

chemotherapy, I had huge doses of steroids, aimed at

preventing any more inflammation or growth of the

tumours. In four weeks I had put on four stones in

weight, I did not recognize myself in the mirror. My

eyesight was getting worse, I had double vision, could

only see an arms length away and even that was all

fuzzy. My eyelids did not open voluntarily. I had to

hold one eyelid up to see anything. When I could walk,

I needed a stick. As things got worse I was issued with a

wheel chair.

Friday, 13th October 1996, the consultant told me the

treatment was making me worse and there was

nothing more he or the hospital could do for me. He

asked if I would like to stay in hospital, go to a hospice,

or go to my parents home. He wished me all the best

and said "have a very good Christmas"

I realized some months later that what he had said

indicated his thinking was that it would be my last

Christmas. In his report to my GP the consultant’s

registrar wrote "I have explained the scan findings to

Gemma and her mother. I have explained that

chemotherapy has not helped since her disease has

progressed during her treatment. I have also stressed

that there are no other viable options for treating the

disease but that treatment will now be directed at the

symptoms".

I decided to go home to be looked after by my parents.

That was my lucky turning point. I was in a really bad

state – apart from being bald and very overweight. The

doctors were right I was on my death bed and needed

to be treated as such. I felt so desperately depressed, it

was so unfair, I didn’t want to die. I would wake up in

the middle of the night with agonizing pain down my

legs. I could not even get to the toilet on my own. I was

not able to lift my arms to reach for a drink of water. I

was just lying in bed – waiting to die. In my own words,

I felt like a vegetable.

At this time, my sister-in-law called me. Her youngest

daughter was having homoeopathic treatment for her

eczema following which it had completely cleared up.

Did I want to see this homoeopath?

I was a genuine sceptic of alternative medicine and

anyway, I had cancer, not just a rash. How could plants

and flowers help me? But I did not have anywhere else

to turn, so I decided to "give it a go".

The homoeopath, Janice Butcher, came to my parents’

house, as I was unable to visit her. She was very

pleasant and kind, asked me lots of questions and gave

me some very small white pills. Within a day or two

some more bottles arrived which she described as

organ remedies and one of those was a blood remedy.

Gemma Hoefkens: A talk on UTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqrGW8D-CuU
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Miraculously, shortly afterwards, my blood-count rose

which enabled me to avoid an already planned blood

transfusion organized by my doctor. Things began to

improve and I continued to see the homoeopath on a

regular basis. The decision I had made to go home to my

parents was the correct one. It was the only option

available as I was on welfare and my family paid the

bills.

Gradually I weaned myself off the steroids, so my

weight could begin to reduce. My energy improved and

I found I was able to move around more easily. I began

to feel like a human being again. After the blood test

Janice had put me on a detailed program. Personal

counselling, meditation, relaxation, anger management

were all part of the therapy. A detoxification plan was

arranged. I had remedies to detox the effects of the

many medications and the effects of the radiation. Diet

and nutritional rebuilding were part of the program.

Exercise, moderate at first, new interests and positive

thinking were part of the homoeopathic treatment. I

received fatty acid liquescence to provide a brain food

and a blood tonic. Later I came to know it as omega 3

and 6. I remember the words "you must not waste your

energy on being angry" and other such expressions

from Janice.

In early 1997, one year after I had been sent home to

die, I returned to London and moved back into the

shared house I used to live in before my illness. I would

still be extremely tired but I was independent again

and that felt great. I did not go back to work as I

continued with my recovery. In June 1998 I telephoned

St Bartholomew’s Hospital to make an appointment.

They remembered me and could not believe it – "You

sound so well". They thought I would be "pushing up

the daises" by then.

At the appointment I saw the same consultant. He did

a few tests and said that I had made a "remarkable

recovery". He offered me a scan but I did not want

one. I knew what it felt like to have a tumor and I did

not want to put myself through all the tests again. I

told him about my homeopathic treatment and that I

attributed the recovery to that. He walked across the

room as if gathering his thoughts, then gave his

opinion. He said my recovery was probably due to a

delayed reaction to the chemotherapy.

On my way out, and of course walking without a stick

now, I saw all the other cancer patients waiting to see

the consultant. I wanted to stand on the coffee table

and shout out to all of them – "You don’t have to do

this, there are other treatments". But my eighteen

months of homeopathic training paid off "take it easy"

so I controlled my anger and said nothing. It was just

the very direct dismissal of my opinions that had

raised my ire. Later when I read his letter to my GP I

felt a bit better, it read "this young lady has made a

remarkable recovery, a few ocular motor movements

are her only abnormality. Gemma attributes her

recovery to homeopathy and whether it is due to that

or a delay in her 1996 chemotherapy remains a

mystery. Nevertheless I am delighted to see her in

such good health." He was less sure in his written

word.

I continued to make progress. I went travelling to the

Middle East, to fulfill some of my life dreams that I’d

contemplated when I was so ill and thought I’d never

get to do. I visited the Pyramids in Egypt, on to Israel

and other countries. Snorkeling in the Red Sea is one

of my best memories. I sent several cards from

different places to my consultant- at St Bartholomew’s

- my way of letting him know I was alive. Janice

laughed when I told her, but it was my way of

working the anger out of my system. 
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It was 1999 before I was able to think about work again

as I was physically and emotionally stronger. And, you

guessed it, I signed up for my four year homeopathic

course. Ten years on I am practicing as a homeopath.

This year is the tenth anniversary, I contacted my

consultant at St Bartholomew’s to tell him of my

experiences. I asked if he still thought my continuing

existence was due to a delayed reaction to

chemotherapy. He said "I think this might be the case".

He could not say if it was nor indeed could he tell me if

other cancer patients had responded in a manner

which he believed I had responded. Clearly he

continues to believe only in his conventional methods

and I wish him well.

Do not get me wrong, I know homoeopathy or

nutrition cannot cure everyone, in fact I am convinced

it will not. However, I am equally convinced it will help

many people. For those, a minority who have the

information (who have the vision and the money), they

can go for private treatment, it is readily available. But

the majority of patients with cancer and other chronic

diseases suffer needlessly and many die at an early age.

Having got a second chance at life, I feel duty bound,

even passionate, to let others know that there are other

choices. What I would love to see today is an integrated

health service where complementary medicine and

conventional medicine work hand-in-hand sharing

their skills and giving better service and hopes to the

many patients out there. One sad note, Janice Butcher

passed away in 2006. She was a special person and had

been in active practice for twenty years and

contributed to the health of many people. Her work

was key to my second chance.

I was born in 1969 in Birmingham England

and was the last of seven children. After I

did a degree in social science and moved to

London and worked in administration, I

developed hydrocephalus and a few years

after I discovered I had inoperative brain

cancer. I was given three years to live in

1996 after radiology and chemotherapy had

not helped. I was told I could stay in hospital

or go to a hospice or I go home. I went home

and after a year of homeopathic treatment I

returned to my house in London. I did a

course in homeopathy at the College of

Practical Homoeopathy with Robert

Davidson and qualified in 2000. I have now

returned to Birmingham and treat people

with homeopathy

http://www.thehomeopathicconsultancy.c

om I am cancer free and happy to be alive. 
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PROVING METHODOLOGY -
 

ONE PROVING 3 WAYS!
 

Unser Klassen-Newsletter

Where would we be without Hahnemann’s questioning mind

and ability that gave birth to the first Homeopathic proving?

He was translating a book by Dr William Cullen who wrote

about Peruvian bark/ Cinchona having the ability to cure

malaria. Hahnemann experimented and wanted to know for

himself if it was possible. The classical methodology was

born. Many Homeopaths followed in his footsteps and we are

very blessed with all their findings which fill many Materia

Medica. Some two hundred years later The Guild of

Homeopaths brought us a new way of thinking with the new

remedies that were proved meditatively. They give an insight

to the flow of subtle energy, the auric field, chakras and the

esoteric therapeutics giving a wider picture of the human

energetics and purpose.

WHERE WOULD WE BE ?
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CLASSIC
  

MEDITATIVE
 

SHAMANIC

Re-published
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In more recent years some Shamanic

/Homeopathy proving’s have been made too.

Shamanism is the original knowledge, a journey

or vision quest to ancient wisdom through the

direct experience with spirit, an ancient spiritual

tradition. This traditional way was handed down

through many generations and gave us herbal

wisdom and folklore.

 

Whichever style; each give experience of the

substance to be proved. All have been inspiring,

some I participated in as part of my learning.

When I heard the call of a local substance, I

wanted to experience and experiment with the

different styles. So, in 2013/14 I organized a

proving using the three methods with three

groups of people. The classical proving was done

first, once concluded the meditative proving was

done a couple of weeks later with the shamanic

proving the following day. The repertory and

therapeutic findings of the proving were

explored separately and together for analysis. A

fascinating signature and picture were clear.

 

The classical proving. All the supervisors were

Homeopaths, all but one prover were

homeopaths. The classical proving was done

within a month. The findings were that physical

symptoms of parts of the body were more noted

with the classical provers overall. Dreams,

delusions, desires, sensations “as if”, and mind

symptoms were all noted more than in the other

groups. This could be because the group as a

whole had a homeopathic majority and that all

supervisors taking the notes where homeopaths

so might be more likely to note with

homeopathic terms?

However, the therapeutic notes were put together

by one coordinator which catalogued the overall

notes for a therapeutic reference therefore all

notes were equally viewed important. 

WHERE WOULD WE
BE WITHOUT

HAHNEMANN’S
QUESTIONING MIND
AND ABILITY THAT

GAVE BIRTH TO THE
FIRST HOMEOPATHIC

PROVING?
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In general, the classical proving gave a well-

balanced view of the remedy with a concrete

human body reality. The prominent detail related

with the physical body symptoms. My perception

and conclusion of the classical proving approach

encompasses a physical, logical, left-brain

masculine intelligence applying the matter of

details in text. A strength in its reasoned thought

brought about with an earthy factual

manifestation with the written word. The records

by the supervisors have a medical authority

form about them, a scientific doing approach.

The meditative proving. The group were mainly

homeopaths with two provers who were not.

Meditatively physical symptoms were noted

sometimes with equality to the classical group

and in some physical symptoms the meditative

provers were very strong and more pronounced

than the classical notes. This showed in the

therapeutics of the body as a whole and with

certain areas of the body. Meditative notes were

equal in amount with shamanic notes with

regards to some physical symptoms too. With

reflection the meditative group resonated

prominently with the energetics of the remedy,

experiencing its felt sense of being. A bigger

picture of the remedy and its energetics became

more apparent than at the time of the classical

proving. This could be because of the meditative

receptive nature of the proving. The meditative

approach from my perception and conclusion so

far encompasses feminine receptive right brain

intelligence. This soft subtle method seems to

hold the substance during the proving, it is the

gentle nature which is kinesthetic in being. This

way of reading obtains the etheric spirit of the

remedy. The frequency of the meditative proving

was more at ease with spiritual body than the

earthy classical method which is more at ease

with the physical body.

 

The Shamanic proving/grokking. The

group were mainly of shamanic experience

with three homeopaths as provers. The

group’s findings have the least number of

physical symptoms compared to the

classical and meditative findings. Some

physical symptoms were equal to classical

and meditative but overall, out of the

groups they were the least recorded. The

difference in results with this group was

that the symptoms with the most

prominence were of a collective conscious

nature. The group resonated more on a

miasmatic level than the others too. This

was the last proving done so an even bigger

perspective of the remedy could be made

with a fuller picture of the psyche. Due to

the oversoul connection a direct perspective

of wisdom and source is given of the

remedy. The shamanic approach from my

perception and conclusion encompasses

understanding of inner knowing at a primal

soul level. This is spiritual communication

with an authentic deep sense of wisdom

with the natural and ancestral. A natural

grounded level of perception with humanity.

The frequency of the shamanic method

brings together an acknowledgement of soul

and truth. The harmony of the shamanic

proving was at ease with the soul body this

complimented the classical physical body

and meditative spiritual body approach

giving a full eclectic remedy picture.
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Homeopathy is regarded as being Holistic to

consider all parts of the whole. This was why I

wanted to explore all the styles of proving’s.

Each individual style was important and

productive in its own way just as our own

unique presence in the world. Each one

connects to the vital force and the

empowerment of healing. Hopefully by giving

each individual style a collective it can bring a

clearer picture for all to share, an

understanding that all uniqueness is

important. Most importantly that the collective

balance and harmony of eclectic knowledge is

brought forward. To engage, celebrate the

equality of independent uniqueness of style

and balance together a unity as one holistic

adventure.

 

At this point I would like to add this

impression of the three proving’s from one of

the provers: “A few minutes after taking the

traditional proving there was one moment in

time in which it seemed as if the full spectrum

of symptoms, from physical to spiritual,

manifested themselves. It was a microcosm of

the macrocosm, and if I had possessed the

necessaryawareness and the capability to record

the experience in sufficient detail, in that

single moment, the proving would have been

complete.

 

Apart from that, the energy of the proving’s

reminded me of some spiritual writings that I

have been reading recently. These are from the

works of Alice Bailey and the Tibetan, who

speak of the lower concrete mind on the

physical plane, the son of mind- or soul- which

is the bridge between spirit and matter; and the

higher abstract mind on the spiritual plane.

It seemed to me that although the same

symptoms ranging from physical through

emotional and mental to spiritual manifested

in varying degrees in each of the proving’s,

that the emphasis of the traditional proving

was on the physical, reminding me of the way

in which the lower concrete mind works; while

the focus of the meditative proving was on the

feelings and emotions, corresponding to the

son of mind, or soul; and the focus of the

shamanic proving was on the wider

implications and thus the interconnectedness

of the whole, reminding me of the higher

abstract mind.”

The following diagram shows the full circle of

development of Homeopathic healing.

The Shamanic approach is the original

spiritual approach, our ancestors used for

healing they experienced the healing

properties of plants using the grokking

method. This was handed down through

generations. Originally this pure link with

our natural world around us gave all we

needed. We were part of it and the world

was part of us. Consideration was given

with harmonious living. 



The way of life was more in touch with the

earths beating heart. This was lost over time

and evolution through various developments.

Hahnemann gave us the reinvention of

shamanism with Homeopathy giving form and

meaning with the written word and recording

the details. Therefore, shamanic knowledge,

herbal wisdom and folklore evolved through

the natural soul to the material, classical. The

meditative brought the divine spiritual aspect

and then to complete the circle the shamanic

brings us back to the natural soul.

The proving substance was Whitehaven Coal.

The healing properties of the remedy resonate

with unity therefore it is no surprise that the

proving had to be made this way! I am

interested in doing a different substance with

three groups to further experience any

similarities and or differences so that a

comparison can be made. 

If you are interested in the findings of the

remedy Whitehaven coal and or taking part

in a new three part/group proving/grokking

don’t hesitate in contacting me. Telephone

07753988719. 

Email- info@catherinelearytherapies.co.uk

www.catherinelearytherapies.co.uk 

Thank You.

 

25yrs ago I had a near death experience; rescheduled a

flight at the last minute to travel the day before. The

original flight crashed into a mountain with no

survivors. In my life at that stage, I was a workaholic,

suffering from amenorrhea, and chronic stress. My

inner feelings were numbed with alcohol. 

The holiday became more than just time to catch up with

friends and de-stress. On reflection it was the moment I

took the decision to start to heal myself. I booked an

Indian head massage and promised myself to bring

therapy into my day-to-day life. The months that

followed I received Aromatherapy, Massages and Reiki

from Sue Hunter and to my delight became pregnant

with twins! While pregnant I turned to Homeopathy for

support as it was safe and natural. During the first

consultation with the late Anne Watters co-founder of

The Lakeland College of Homeopathy, I was very

skeptical that such little pills would be much help. Every

single symptom went within a week! My interest in

therapies blossomed qualifying in Indian Head Massage,

Reiki and Crystal therapy in 2002. In 2005 qualified as a

Homeopath. I enjoyed learning about Essences at The

Lakeland College and after graduating spent a week with

the late Steve Johnson and the Alaskan range at Gigha,

Scotland. I also enjoyed Shamanism at the Lakeland

college and later studied with Paul Francis at The Three

Ravens College of Therapeutic Shamanism qualifying as

a practitioner in 2012.

Fortunately living and being close to nature, the

Cumbrian coast and the mountains help me live a

balanced healthy life. Regular therapy appointments are

still important to me too! 

I run a clinic in Whitehaven, offer zoom consultations

and facilitate various workshops.

Website: www.catherinelearytherapies.co.uk

Contact details are info@catherineleary.co.uk or

Telephone 07753988719.
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Society is treating age like a disease. That is a
most ingenious marketing stunt that has
birthed an entire industry that has recognized
the potential of monetizing the natural human
evolution of life. 
This greedy industry has stigmatized 'aging'
negatively, and has labled age as a state
requiring correction and treatment, and has
time stamped human values of beauty,
professional ability, and societal acceptability.
'Anti-aging' means 'against' aging. By the natural
cycle of life 'anti-aging' does not exist. No one
can not age; but one can 'slow-age'.

 AGING GRACEFULLY
A N T I - A G I N G  D O E S  N O T  E X I S T ,  B U T  S L O W - A G I N G  D O E S

C L E V E R  H .  A U T U M N  2 0 2 2

The ‘Slow-ager’ treatment program is designed
to treat, provide coaching and support. It
teaches easy to follow life-style tweaks on how to
lead a healthier, happier life, while living life to
the fullest, and aging slower. 
It is a holistic concept aimed at slowing the
visual and perceived aging process without
invasive treatments, or compromising or
manipulating your living habits.
Natural and health oriented adjustments,
complemented by homeopathic, herbal and
natural treatment will support and assist you at
feeling, looking and living healthier, happier and
‘slower’.

Aging is not a disease What is Slow-ager?

foreve
r 

beauti
ful!
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My aunt used to say "if you do not wish to
age, you must die young". There are no
other options. We age from birth, in fact,
from conception. Growing is aging!

However, while we cannot halt or reverse
the processes of aging. We know today that
we can influence the factors that make us
age faster, and can 'slow' the rate at which
we age.

By reducing the exposure to factors that
promote rapid or early aging, by keeping a
balanced and healthy life-style and by
counteracting against the timely processes
that promote aging, we can impact the way
we age and can slow the decay that aging
represents.

There are numerous factors that impact
how we age, and at what rate. Wrong
diet/nutrition, bad habits, environmental
toxins, hormones, stress and attitude all
have significant impact on our natural aging
evolution. At Slowager we will explore what
factors are prevalent for you, how these
can be reduced and how already existent
signs can be minimized. We identify what
life-style tweaks can be applied to support
and enhance a balanced, healthy and happy
aging. We slow-age your body and mind,
support emotional balance and assist at
slowing, reducing and recovering of 'age
related' complaints.

SLOW-AGER - because
Anti-aging does not exist!

C L E V E R  H .  -  A U T U M N  2 0 2 2

Find out more about
the Slowager program

at
https://slowager.org

The Slowager Program

My name is Uta Mittelstadt. I have a BSc and
an MSc in homeopathic medicine. 
I am a 'Slowager', and I am convinced it
works ever since my mother was repeatedly
mistaken for my sister. My explorations into
the topic of slowing the natural aging
processes have led me to share my findings
and the secrets of my mothers 'slow-aging'
with my customers on the 'SLOWAGER'
program.  

Find the 'Online Speciality Homeopathy Clinic' at
https://careclin.org
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If you would like to talk to us and
our audience, have written a book,

run a successful course or have
fascinating insights to share on

your research topic surrounding,
health, well-being, health science
CAM, homeopathy or other, then
we would like to hear from you.
You can be a speaker on our

show, host an event or can run a
webinar or course with us.

HWC

Connect!
Advertising
marilyn@marilynshannon.com

Homeopathy World Community
https://homeopathyworldcommunity.com

Submissions
cleverh.themag@gmail.com

Health-Inn Show
https://www.nissancommunications.com/healthinn.php

W
E 

A
RE

 C
O

M
M
UN

IT
Y Become a member

We are community. HWC is a place to
connect, exchange, find support and
be part of an evergrowing family. We
educate, supervise and assist
established homeopaths, students and
the general public alike. If you would
like to be part of our community, why
not become a member and reap of the
membership benefits such as free or
reduced access to special events,
exclusive access to study and social
media groups, and much more.

Be a speaker
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Who are we

Founder director of Orbit Clinics, a qualified, government registered
Homeopathic physician in various hospitals in Delhi & the NCR. He
holds a B.H.M.S. from National Homeopathic Medical College &
Hospital, Lucknow.  He has been in practice since 2004.He is
dedicated to spread the awareness of Homeopathy through his
knowledge, skills and with the help of his Orbit Clinics and HWC.

The board of HWC   part 1

Marilyn Shannon, known as the expert listener, is a business
consultant, life coach, speaker, facilitator, author of three books,
superior court mediator, journalist, online international TV/Radio
host and the Founder of her private coaching practice, Dialogue
Inc., and the founder of Women’s Power Networking.

Marilyn Shannon, CEO

Dr. Deepak Sharma,
                   Executive Director

          Dr. Preety Shah Chauhan,
                               Chief Administrative Officer

 
Dr. Preety Shah-Chauhan is a BSc in Homeopathic Medicine. She is 
founder & co-owner of Healing Harmony & brings with her an experience 
of over 10 years. A staunch believer in the 'wholistic' concept of health, she
tactfully interweaves the science & art of homeopathy with various
psychotherapies, meditation techniques & counselling to restore harmony
between the body-the mind & the soul for all her patients.
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A CASE OF  IBD
F R O M  C A S E  A N A L Y S I S  A N D

P R E S C R I P T I O N  T O  R E S O L U T I O N

DR. GIRISH PARMAR

C L E V E R  H .  A U T U M N  2 0 2 2

IBD AND AUTOIMMUNE
DISEASE

Learn to treat autoimmune disease.

Learn to handle anxiety/fear of sensitive lady.

Learn and Study of Rare remedy to treat IBS and

explore pathogenicity 

Give your clinical diagnosis. 

Erect your totality. 

Select your similimum after differentiating with

closely coming medicines. 

Give your P & P. 

Objective: 

1.

2.

3.

Directives:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Location Sensation
 

Modalities
  

 
Concomittent

  

IMMUNITY
 

GIT
INTESTINE 

COLON 
Sep.2017

D- CONTINUE 
I-MODERATE 

 
At present 

January 
2019

 

Started with abdominal pain
Tenesmus+2

Watery stool+2
Bleeding+2

Stool 2-3 time/day
Offensiveness o stool+

Weakness+2
Weight loss- 4kg 

 
Abdominal pain before stool

Tenesmus+2
Loose semisolid bright red

stool.
Sometime black brown stool

2-3time/day
Urging for stool at morning+2

Weakness+2
Weight loss continuly 54—49

—47kg
 

A/F- ANGER SUPPRESSION
>allopathic rx 

<thinking of complaint+2
<oily food 

<outside food
Tab-mesocol 1200mg BD 

 
 

<before stool+2
<mornign+2

<out side food+2.
Tab-mesocol 1200mg BD

Tab-refael 9mg OD 
 

Raverous hunger+3 hungry at
midnight 

Rheumatic Pain in left hand.
Back pain+

Extremity pain before stool 
 
 

Fear of disease/ death+2
Depress+3.

Trembling of hand and feet+2
 

Name-DDG 

Age-31year 

Sex-female 

HW married 

Education-B.sc zoology 

Fa-62year mother-55 year Spouse- devendra 35

year software eng.

Son-5year 

Brother-1 elder, 1 younger 

Address- Raipur chhattishgadh.
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... AS PER THE
HAHNEMANNIAN WAY OF
CONSTITUTIONAL REMEDY
PRESCRIBING. 

PHYSICAL GENERAL 

Lean, Fair, Tall

Perspiration – Nose+2, forehead+, back. White

staining, offensive+2.

Weight loss with Appetite- ravenous+3 with

complain.

Thirsty+2

Craving –paneer+3, vegetable+2, milk+2

Aversion – mashroom+3, pulses+2

< Fasting+2, hunger intorance 

Stool – Frequency – 2-3 time/day, consistency-

~~ semi solid/ bloody. Urine - N 

Menstrual Function: normal flow, red, clotted+,

offensive+, FMP-7TH std. 

Before menses- back pain, abdominal pain+2

During –back pain+2.

Delivery- FTND 

Sleep- normal position- on side, started+2.

Dreams – travelling, frighted, falling in water+,

accident+2.

motion sickness- vomting, no sun aggravation 

C3H2. 

P/H: ? fever.

F/H: Mother-father- Nil 

O/E: BP - 100/60, Tongue- pink , Nail- pink+, Wt

- 46.5 Kg. Throat - N, P/A - NAD

Rs- clear, AEBE, 

GIT- Tenderness+ on umbilicus region 

CNS- NAD.

Investigation: 

30/1/2019 stool routine:

Color -yellow semi solid four smell 

Mucus- present 

RBC- not detected 

Occult Blood- not detected. 

14/2/2019 - Colonoscopy: 

Seen up to distal 15cm to terminal ileum.

Multiple ulcer and cobble stone present in

ileum. Rest of colon normal 

14/2/2019 Histopathology report: 

Microscopy: section show ileal gland, patched

with mixed inflammatory infiltration of

polymorphs, lymphocyte, plasma cell,

eosinophis, and few crypt abscesses. 

Life space: 

A 31 year female patient consult me on phone

for IBD since 2 year with continue going on

allopathic medicine as gastro physician told

them that IBD is treatable but not curable, her

weight too reduced so she have more anxiety+3

of disease condition.

Family comprises of husband, 1 son 5 yr old.MIL,

FIL, she did study up to B.sc zoology and HW.

Husband doing job at some software company

at B. FIL is retired bank manager, he is cool and

calm by nature he treat her like daughter. MIL is

HW and more attachment with her daughter.

Sometime patient have conflicts with MIL as

well as SIL. 
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DR.GIRISHKUMAR PARMAR 

BHMS MD (HOMOEOPATHIC MATERIA

MEDICA) MUMBAI 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SURGERY

IN HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICAL

COLLEGE IN GUJARAT 

Email: girishparmar393@gmail.com

Childhood: 

family comprise of father, mother, patient have 4

sibling including patient , 2brother,1elder, 1younger, 1

elder sister. Father is good in nature mother is cool

and calm. Patient is more attached to father because

of all demand fulfilled by father even though mother

denial. Patient was more pampered by father because

of she is younger daughter of sibling. In childhood she

had good memory and no any responsibility as such

as father is doing governments job at B. 

Marriage: 

In-law family comprises of husband and one elder SIL,

FIL, MIL. Patients doing all house work like cooking,

cleaning, washing as she have fear of comments of

MIL and finally exhausted by the time she goes to bed.

One day patient’s parents come at her in-law’s home

and MIL had given SAARI to her mother but patients

don’t like this SAARI as it’s not good according to

patient view, as that incident patient have anger on

MIL and asked her why you given this type of SAARI

to my mother, in anger her hand and leg trembling

while anger and told her MIL that I am capable to give

good SAARI for my mother at that time her SIL also

angry on patient. Patient does not reply to this

conflicts and weeping in bedroom. On that day she

has stop conversation with SIL,MIL. She had

Constance fear that she will comments on her works

so she was doing her best. There was no conversation

with MIL and patient. Her husband give her moral

support and she shared all thing with husband when

he came from job at evening. After few days of this

issues patient have first episode of bloody diarrhea

and severe abdominal pain on Nov.2018. 

Gastroenterologist told her diagnosis and told

them not curable so her anxiety level has been

increase and have thought about fear of disease,

fear+3 that she might be converted in cancer

and that lead to complaints are also increases.

Trembling of feet and hand, palpitation while

thinking of complaint. Anxiety+3 of children.

Thinking that its in curable disease I will going

to die. That lead to sleeplessness at night. Dream

of accident relative+2, falling in water+2 with

started during sleep. 
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Anxiety/ depress mind 

weight 

weakness 

abdominal pain 

bloody stool 

frequency and consistency of stool 

Investigation 

Follow up Criteria.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

PATIENT HAS BEEN CURE WITH

HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE WITHIN GIVEN

FOLLOW-UP AS SHOWN IN THE TABLE

BELOW

PATIENT IS STILL IN CONTACT WITH ME. 

 SHE HAS NO MORE COMPLAINTS ABOUT

ULCERATIVE COLITIS

THE  PRESCRIPTION WAS GIVEN AS  PER THE

HAHNEMANNIAN WAY  OF

CONSTITUTIONAL REMEDY PRESCRIBING. 
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https://homeopathywordcommunity.com

https://homeopathyworldcommunity.com/


When you register for an event, whether it is free, live or paid-for, it means
you will be right there with us, that you can switch on your mic, and
participate. We are a community of caring, supporting and nurturing
people who love a good laugh and a wonderful learning experience
through shared experience and knowledge. Join Us! 
If you have any questions or concerns always feel free to email me directly
at chanel@homeopathyworldcommunity.com

If you're a fan of books,
our Book Club meets once
a month and have live
discussions with the
author.

JOIN US, IT ISN'T
THE SAME
WITHOUT YOU

OCTOBER
EVENTS

All
opinions
matter

Director of
Communications

CHANEL
STYNDER

WHAT YOU
NEED TO

KNOW

FROM HWC TO YOU

HOMEOPATHY WORLD COMMUNITY CURATED
EVENTS

Have you joined one of our Homeopathy World Community
events? If not, let me tell you a bit about them!

Combining all things Homeopathy and Health, we take special pride in the
long hours, consistent work and carefully researched information and
discussions we bring you. Our events are unique, in that we always
welcome open discussion from all Complimentary Health Practitioners, in
order to share knowledge. 

Our events are also open to students and at-home lay homeopathic users.
What does that mean? It means that we can truly "Spread Awareness"
about homeopathy, which is our mission at HWC. We always welcome
questions and open honest discussion.

Head to our website to
register today for any and
all of our events!

CLEVER H
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Failure is 
success 
in progress

Albert Einstein

From the desk of the
Director of

Communication for
Homeopathy World

Community,
 Chanel Stynder

WHAT
WHEN
WHERE

PEOPLE ARE
ASKING...

LET'S
SHARE

Your
opinion
matters

can
are
will

which

HOW
WHY
WHO

COMMUNICATION IS KEY

Are you answering??
We are told and told and told that we HAVE TO NICHE, in order to
start gaining ground in our practice. What does that even mean?
We all know the definition of a niche but are you giving the
people what they want while staying true to you AND at the same
time not wasting your time??

IT IS NOT ALWAYS EASY TO KNOW WHERE TO START
I thought I would share the graphic above, it gives you a small look at what
people are searching for. From here you can make a few very simple
decisions and judgement calls if you would like to. You can have some
insight, a quick snippet at the questions people are asking online and go
from there.
Are you on the right track?
Is your niche up there? Is your niche on there? Do you care?
Are you answering one, a couple or all of these questions?

I am by no means saying "change your niche"!
As Director of Communications for HWC my job is to keep my ear to the
ground. I see, create and review graphics just like this all of the time to
make sure that we are bringing our community at least some of the things
they are interested in. Now, this is a very broad look and yet it is a great
place to start.

While you have been
researching Homeopathy,
I have been researching
what people are saying,
asking and talking about

when it comes to
homeopathy.

CLEVER H
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A snapshot of what
people are

searching for...
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IN JANUARY

Clever H

JOIN OUR MEMBERS
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

Our Membership is changing a bit!
If you want to find out more stick around, you want
to be part of the fastest growing online
Homeopathic Community in the World. 

Autumn 2022
Volume 48


